
Time Event for 7/4/21 

 

Ring Camera Video on Bernice – At approximately 22:21:46 the following listed vehicles are seen 
traveling eastbound Bernice towards Belita Avenue which then connects to Baron Drive: 

1. Appears to be a silver colored Toyota 4-runner 
2. A white smaller compact Sedan 

3. A white Jeep Rubicon with white hard top that appears to be stock. 
4. A large white Commercial Van (possible Econoline style)  

Surveillance footage from residence on Belita Avenue – At approximately 22:22:45 hours all 
four aforementioned vehicles are scene traveling northbound Belita Avenue which turns onto Baron 

Drive.  

Video File: 5_03_M_07042021222243 – is surveillance footage of a camera that faces the 
residence. In the video a smaller white sedan and a white Jeep are seen driving westbound Baron 
Drive towards Burton Avenue. Both vehicles pass the residence at 22:22:50 hours and do not stop in 
front of the residence by the trash cans.  

At approximately 22:23:03 hours, a large commercial White van (possibly an Econoline Van) pulls up 
to the residence and parks directly by the trash cans. A larger male subject exits the driver’s door of 

the van and in a haste manner runs around the rear of the truck directly to the trash cans.  

Video File: 6_03_M_07042021222321 – Is a continuation of the previous video. At approximately 
22:23:31 hours the male subject then comes back around the van from the area of the trash cans 
running and climbs into the driver’s seat of the van. The van is then seen leaving driving westbound 
Baron Drive towards Burton at an accelerated rate of speed.  

Video File: 13_03_M_07042021222910 – shows at approximately 22:29:03 hours the trash can in 
front of the residence is starting to catch on fire.  

Video File: 16_03_M_07042021223050 – Shows at approximately 22:30:50 hours the trash can is 
now well involved with fire. 

At approximately 22:46 a female subject walking by noticed the trash can was on fire and immediately 

notified Linares by knocking on his front door. At Approximately 22:47 hours RPDPS Dispatch was 

contacted and shortly after RPDPS units arrived on scene at 22:47 hours. This incident was captured on 

camera after Linares’ motion sensor activated surveillance system turned on and started recording.  


